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Enhancing User Experience,
Monetising Content

600+ attendees
100+ speakers
25+ hours of networking
4 action packed days
1 great event!
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Uncover the most successful business strategies and gain insights into how
ground breaking innovations can transform your business. Key topics
include:







Whether or not to jump into the OTT bandwagon - where is the evidence for gold?
How can connected TV bring new money to the TV industry?
HbbTV - effectively integrating that with broadcast, OTT and social networking
DVB-T2 cost reduction - what are the mechanisms to reduce broadcaster costs?
Convergence of different technologies in a single TV Everywhere platform
Case study: The world's first commercial deployment of MPEG-DASH OTT multiscreen service

Jay Fulcher
Chief Executive Officer
Ooyala

Welcome to the BroadcastAsia2013 International
Conference
What the Consumer in Asia Wants

Be Where the Global Broadcast
Business Gathers…….
Job Function

The industry is witnessing a great shift in how the consumer demands for
next-generation services. From high-quality and on-the-go content to
multiple platforms and more; these have fundamentally altered the
broadcasting and media landscape. The shape of competition, the
dynamics of consumer experience, the speed of delivery and flexibility –
these are just some of the key elements that have changed dramatically
and will continue to evolve.
What this means is that incremental improvements which has sustained
the industry thus far are no longer enough. Massive shifts in mindset to
embrace digitalisation, harness advance technologies and monetise
content are required and they are required fast, especially for players
who want to stay relevant.

Country

For this reason, BroadcastAsia2013 International Conference has been
designed to address these changes and provide a discussion platform for
new opportunities.

What’s New For 2013
Developed in close consultation with key industry stakeholders, the 2013
programme has been researched and designed to meet the most critical
needs of this community. Bringing to you five new tracks and four new
sessions – Country Focus, Broadcasters Exclusive Interviews and Captains
of Industry Dialogue and CTO panel – you will find all you need under one
roof. The 2013 programme includes nine focused tracks, segmented into two
key areas:

What’s In It For You?

Monetising Content – Innovative Business Models Tracks



OTT: Embracing OTT Opportunities in Asia
OTT: The New Content Experience - Multi-Screen and
Connected TV





Pay-TV: The Next Key to Future Prosperity?
Half-Day OTT Workshop: Emerging vs Developed Regions Different Business Models to Monetise Content
Multi-Platform Content Monetisation and Social TV

Broadcast Technology and Infrastructure Tracks
 Next-Gen Innovation and Technology in TV
 DVB-T2 Planning and Implementation in Asia
 File-Based Workflow and Cloud Broadcasting


Broadcast Infrastructure and Transmission

Join Us!

1 Get to be a part of the LARGEST
broadcasting event in Asia attended by
the most notable Broadcasters, Telecom
Operators, Content Owners, Channels
and more

2 Learn about the most successful
business models to gain the highest ROI
– from the only Asian Broadcast event
with 100+ world class case studies

3 Gain vital insights from the ONLY
Asian event enabling and assessing
strategic opportunities in the OTT space

4 Benefit from top industry speakers!

Hesitate no more, gather a team and meet with business leaders as well as
key representatives at BroadcastAsia2013 International Conference from
18–21 June 2013 at Marina Bay Sands Singapore.

With 110 speakers from 31 countries,
BroadcastAsia2013 will showcase the
most senior level and largest speaker
line-up to date!

We look forward to welcoming you to Singapore in June.

5 Be at the forefront of the industry
developments! Find out how brand new
business strategies and innovative
applications can help enhance user
experience and monetise content!

Programme-at-a-glance

Monetising Content – Innovative Business Models
Tracks

Broadcast Technology and Infrastructure
Tracks

18 June

Captains of Industry Dialogue
EMBRACING OTT OPPORTUNITIES IN ASIA-FIRST

NEXT-GEN INNOVATION AND TECHNOLOGY IN

TO SCALE WINS

TV

>> Making OTT A Business Reality In Asia for

>> Building Smart Technologies to Enhance the TV

Broadcasters and Operators

Experience

Visionary Addresses

19 June

Thought-Leaders Panel (Combined Panel Discussion Between BroadcastAsia & CommunicAsia)
OTT: THE NEW

PAY-TV: THE NEXT KEY

DVB-T2 in Asia

CONTENT EXPERIENCE

TO FUTURE PROSPERITY?

>> Planning and Implementation – What Works?

>> The Evolution of Multi-

>> Growing Pay-TV

Screen Content

Business in Asia

>> Connected TV

>> Sports Broadcasting

Evolution

CTO/CIO Panel

20 June

MULTI-PLATFORM CONTENT
>> Moving Towards Effective Monetisation
>> Marrying TV with Social Media

FILE-BASED WORKFLOW

BROADCAST

AND CLOUD

INFRASTRUCTURE

BROADCASTING

AND TRANSMISSION

>> File-Based Workflow

>> Solutions to

and Media Asset

Improve Broadcast

Management

Infrastructure and

>> Cloud Broadcasting – Is

Transmission in Asia

21 June

it the Way to Go?

HALF-DAY OTT WORKSHOP
>> Emerging vs Developed Regions - Different Business Models to Monetise Content
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Also happening:

The Creative Content Production Conference
19 – 20 JUNE 2013 | Marina Bay Sands Singapore

Producing and Distributing Successful Content in Asia
Keynote Speakers Include

Patrick Schult
CEO
Media Stable (ex CEO,
FremantleMedia Asia)

Mike Lake
CEO
Pinewood Iskandar
Malaysia Studios

Sharad Devarajan
Co-Founder & CEO
Graphic India

SPEAKER HIGHLIGHTS

Featuring Special
Exclusive Interviews
with.....
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CEO
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Unrivalled Networking, Funding Opportunities, Unfolding Hidden
Success Stories for Filmmaking.

Co-located with:

Key topics include:










Case studies on what the profitable scripts to produce in Asia
Right pitching strategies to secure funding for your content
What content are programmers choosing and what goes onto the screens?
Examining the right platform for branded content in Asia
Innovations in TV and film education in Asia – Grooming young talented
individuals for the future
How can the power of music help tell your story and engage viewers
effectively?

Organised by:

Monetising Content – Innovative Business Models
Day 1 (Tuesday): 18 June 2013
08.00am

Registration

09.00am
09.10am

Chairman’s Welcome Address
Opening Keynote: What Will the Future of TV Look Like and Why is OTT a Game Changer?
 What are the innovations happening right now around TV?
 Is OTT TV replacing traditional broadcast TV?
 The importance of building massive global audiences quickly online
 How content creators can use existing content, or create new original content to reach
these audiences
 How will Smart TVs change the OTT landscape?
 Why is streaming not for everyone who wants to offer content?
 What is Benjamin’s vision for the future of TV and OTT?

Morning Plenary

Benjamin Grubbs, APAC Head of Partner Marketing, YouTube
09.40am

CAPTAINS OF INDUSTRY DIALOGUE
Industry Outlook:
 With new technologies and consumers’ evolving demands, how is the broadcast industry
moving to adapt to these changes?
 How is social TV transforming the broadcasting industry?
 How will fragmentation in a digital world impact the broadcast industry?
Business Models:
 To jump or not into OTT - Where is the evidence for gold? What is some advice to do it
right?
 Challenges and business decisions to license and launch content in Asia’s emerging and
developed markets - where are the new revenue streams?
 How can the traditional TV industry and technology companies find mutually beneficial
business models to tap on the Smart TV opportunity?
 Identifying new revenue streams that exploit Asia’s changing landscape for broadcasting –
what is HOT?
 Views on how connected TV can bring new money to the TV industry
 How does the industry view aggregators like YouTubeTV, Google TV, Apple TV – a threat
or potential partners?
 What are the broadcaster priorities for 2014?
Keynote Panellists:
Mark Whitehead, Senior Vice President and General Manager, BBC Worldwide
Graham Kill, CEO, Irdeto
Graham Sharp, CMO Grass Valley
Indra Suharjono, Executive Vice President / Managing Director, Asia, Viacom International
Media Networks
Dato Amrin Awaluddin, Group Managing Director, Media Prima Berhad

10.40am

Morning Break and Refreshments

EMBRACING OTT OPPORTUNITIES IN ASIA – FIRST TO SCALE WINS

Track C1

As connected entertainment continues to evolve, the role of OTT TV has become increasingly vital to the industry as
a revenue prospect. The realisation of this opportunity has been seen in key developments in Asia especially with
broadcasters, telcos and content providers. We are starting to see that OTT TV could represent the final
convergence between broadcasting and telecommunications. Be it as allies or competitors, players from both
industries are rushing onto the OTT bandwagon. This track will discuss key strategies for industry players to harness
on OTT opportunities in Asia.
Chairman’s Address
11.10am
Mark Wilson-Dunn, VP, Global Sales & Marketing, BT Media & Broadcast UK
OTT - Where is the Evidence for Gold in Asia?
11.15am
 What stage is the OTT internet TV market currently at?
 What are the barriers to growth?
 What do consumers, content providers, broadcasters and operators really think about
OTT?
 What and where are the emerging business opportunities for OTT in Asia?
 What are the challenges of threats of ignoring the development of OTT?
 Tackling the high cost and restriction of bandwidth to accommodate OTT in Asia
 Examining the need for quality, security and leveraging on existing investment to apply to
OTT services
Michael MacDonald, Group CTO and Executive Solution Consultant, Huawei
11.45am

Making OTT a Business Reality in Asia
 Opportunities created for operators and broadcasters in Asia, as the number of
connected devices per household increases
 How embracing OTT can enhance the value proposition for end users
 The challenges of deploying a service across multiple devices in a short timeframe - why
agility is the key
 Providing the right companion devices application, allowing video consumption to remain
a "lean back" activity
Joint presentation:
Seow Yoke Kong, VP Technology Services, MediaCorp
Ido Wiesenberg, Co-Founder and VP Business Development, Tvinci

12.15pm
13.40pm

Lunch Break and Exhibition Viewing
Case Study: OTT TV - The Convergence Between Broadcasting and Telecommunications
 BesTV’s strategy and OTT model in reaching out to mass audiences – what can we learn
from here?
 What are the advantages of broadcasters partnering with telcos for bandwidth and
growing the OTT TV business?
 Identifying the opportunities for revenue sharing between broadcaster, content owner and
telcos
Ian Chin, COO, BesTV (Shanghai Media Group)

14.10pm

Panel: How Does OTT Bring Key Monetising Opportunities for Operators and
Broadcasters?
 Do operators need to embrace OTT for broadcast and why?
 Build, buy or partner: Assessing the different routes for operators to monetise OTT
 How can OTT be offered as a value-added service to the consumers?
 How can operators, content providers and broadcasters partner for growth?
 What will be next for operator network - Are we out of bandwidth?
 How are we solving the battle with OTT providers who leverage bandwidth?
 Can the operator networks really support all the emerging OTT services, Smart TVs and
TV Everywhere services?
Panelists:
Jeremy Kung, EVP, New Media and CEO, Telekom Malaysia
Joddy Hernady, Senior General Manager Innovation and Design Center (SGM IDe Center)
Telkom Indonesia
Peter Docherty, Founder and Chief Technology Officer, ThinkAnalytics
Ido Wiesenberg, Co-Founder and VP Business Development, Tvinci

14.50pm

Case Study: Taking SingTel from a Telco to an OTT player
 Identifying SingTel’s strategy to champion both IPTV and OTT in Asia
 Tackling the infrastructure challenge when delivering more OTT for user experience
 Collaborating with broadcasters and OTT service providers – what are the pros and cons?
Krishnan Rajagopalan, Head of Technology, Digital Life Group, SingTel

15.20pm

Afternoon Coffee Break

15.30pm

Effective Strategies for Multi-Screen TV: How to Engage the Audience and Successfully
Monetise the Service
 Traditional home TV is losing its audience and popularity - why and what can we do
about it?
 TV Everywhere - examining the flexibility to shift across all video-enabled devices to
enjoy TV channels on mobile, desktop and TV
 Personalisation - what leveraging user statistics to develop content and promo messages
that appeal and captivate
 Interactivity - tapping on the user’s ability to interact with the TV content, e.g. discussing
and sharing on social networks, and developing it as a competitive element
 Overcoming monetisation issues - how can new technologies replace what used to be a
key revenue stream - inserted TV commercials with targeted video ads?
Fedor Ezhov, COO, SPB TV

16.00pm

Bridging to the Cloud
 What are the implications for the industry and the future of broadcast television?
 Understanding the economics of OTT delivery vs broadcast delivery – how will this evolve
given the constant advances in technology?
 Are we close to an OTT “tipping point” where OTT video consumption will become more
common than broadcast?
 Reviewing other factors that are driving or preventing the adoption of OTT video
Stephane Ledreau, VP Business Development, NAGRA

16.30pm

POWER PANEL: Monetising OTT - What Business Models are Working and Why?
 Identifying the different business models in the OTT space
 Bundling OTT and Pay TV - how are multi-channel platforms engaging with OTT
delivery?
 What are the ways to manage content in the complex world of OTT licensing?
 What is the right content strategy for OTT TV?
 How long will it be before the OTT market reaches maturity?
Panellists:
Nicholas Wodtke, Vice President of Content & Services, Samsung
Benjamin Grubbs, APAC Head of Partner Marketing, YouTube
Helge Høibraaten, CEO, Vimond Media Solution
Jon Sonsteby, Senior Director, Business Sales and Development, TV Software, Ericsson
Moderator: Reuben Verghese, Vice President Asia Pacific, Accedo

17.10pm

Chairman’s Closing Remarks

17.15pm

End of Conference Day 1

Monetising Content – Innovative Business Models
Day 2 (Wednesday): 19 June 2013
08.00am

Registration

09.00am
09.10am

Chairman’s Welcome Address
Governmental Visionary Address

Morning Plenary

The Hon. Gordon Rich-Phillips, Minister for Technology, State Government of Victoria, Australia
09.30am

Industry Visionary Address
Over the past two years, the Asian consumer has pushed the world's internet in new directions.
Payments, video, games and shopping have become mobile activities in Asia before they did in the
West. What does a look at Asia's consumers today tell us about the global Internet's next phase of
growth? In the wealthiest economies, it's becoming clear that the Internet in general and the mobile
Internet in particular have become serious economic forces, changing how this region exports goods
and culture. Meanwhile, millions of new internet users will land on Asia's internet who has never
owned a PC. They will build their Internet from different foundations than the ones Western
companies and businesses did ten years ago. What happens when these extra billion people arrive
on the global marketplace for ideas? Who are they? What are their needs? How will they be different
and what should the rest of us do to prepare?
Karim Temsamani, Head of Asia-Pacific, Google

09.50am
10.10am

Q&A

Thought-Leaders Panel
Opportunities for the Telecom and Broadcast Industries: Transforming the Future Jointly
 How can telcos and broadcast industry players work together viably?
 What business models have worked to date?
 Regulatory regimes for a converged world
Confirmed Panellists (to date):
En. Ahmad Izham Omar, COO, Media Prima Berhad
Paul Brown-Kenyon CEO, Measat

11.00am

Morning Break and Refreshments

OTT: THE NEW CONTENT EXPERIENCE

Track C2
The Evolution of Multi-Screen Content
Connected TV and multi-screen are now the hottest topics in TV and both present huge opportunities especially in
Asia. We are now seeing a second stage of evolution where internet video relocates from a PC screen onto the TV
screen. With considerable consumer interest, it will be interesting to see how operators and broadcasters in Asia
raise the level of their services to meet these expectations. This track will highlight key multi-screen content
strategies and provide essential insights on monetising connected TV.
Chairman’s Address
11.30am
Aale Raza, Managing Director, Whiteways Systems
Ensuring Effective Delivery of Content through OTT and Multi-Screen
11.40am
 Successfully delivering of content across various screens
 Examining how OTT content is managed as well as delivery challenges and solutions for
OTT operators
 Tackling the security challenges of delivering content to multi-devices
Danny Wilson, President and CEO, Pixelmetrix

12.10pm

12.40pm
14.00pm

The Second Screen Revolution: Why Broadcasters Need Strategies to Monetise Video
Content on Multi-Platforms?
 Where are the new business opportunities for mobile live TV in Asia?
 How are existing monetisation models affected by this trend, and what this means for
broadcasters and other content providers?
 Case studies of two recent successful services launched in Malaysia and Indonesia – what
can we learn from it?
 Key findings from a consumer survey commissioned in Asia - analysing consumer
preferences and expectations from multi-screen video services
Tae Sung Park, CEO, Vidiator
Lunch Break and Exhibition Viewing
Case Study: Next Generation TV Viewing is Not just About Connectivity; It’s User Engagement
 Discover how Automatic Content Recognition (ACR) solutions will make devices 'contentaware' and enable the new generation of Social TV interaction
 Understanding how ACR technologies can enhance the viewing experience and radically
change television as we know it
 Examining real case scenarios and examples of successful first steps that have been
undertaken such as FX on BSkyB and Sky Italia
Harrie Tholen, General Manager Asia, Civolution

14.30pm

Case Study: The World's First Commercial Deployment of MPEG-DASH OTT Multi-Screen
Service
Thierry Fautier, Senior Director, Convergence Solutions, Harmonic

15.00pm

Pay TV in a Multi-Screen World
 What are the essential components of a successful multi-screen strategy?
 Getting consumers to connect - how to do it and does it matter?
 What role do connected devices play in monetising content?
 Key components for a good user experience inside and outside the home
Fintan McKiernan, CEO, Ideal Systems

15.30pm

Afternoon Coffee Break

15.40pm

Reserved slot for sponsor: Topic to be confirmed

16.10pm

Strategies for Monetising Hybrid Television Services
 Understanding the current connected TV environment and how will this have an impact on
your business
 Identifying strategies for integrating broadcast, OTT, and social networking content to deliver
a more interactive TV user experience
 Strategies to monetise content effectively: Creating a more engaging viewing experience on
hybrid TV
 Co-exist profitably: Exploring the value of partnerships between content providers and
connected device manufacturers
 Strategies to deploy new revenue-generating services - targeted advertising and non-real
time content

Connected TV Evolution

Ralph Bachofen, Vice President of Sales and Head of Marketing, Triveni Digital
16.40pm

POWER PANEL: How Can Connected TV Bring New Money to the TV Industry?
 What does success look for in the Smart TV market?
 Facing a new generation of Smart TVs, who will be the main driving force and roll out a good
business model?
 Who are the game changers coming in 2013?
 Are broadcasters and content owners seeing the value-add?
 Connected TV - a threat or opportunity for broadcasters?




Partnership opportunities for content providers and connected device makers to co-exist
profitably
How can players exploit the connected platform to create engaging experiences?

Panellists:
Fabio Murra, Head of TV Compression Portfolio Marketing, Ericsson
Ather A. Baig, Senior Manager IP Operations, Pakistan Telecommunication
Kurt Hoppe, Director of Smart TV Innovation, LG Electronics
Chris Tarr, Regional Head of Content and Services, Samsung Asia (tentative)
17.20pm

Chairman’s Closing Remarks

17.30pm

End of Conference Day 2

Monetising Content – Innovative Business Models
Day 2 (Wednesday): 19 June 2013
08.00am

Registration

09.00am
09.10am

Chairman’s Welcome Address
Governmental Visionary Address

Morning Plenary

The Hon. Gordon Rich-Phillips, Minister for Technology, State Government of Victoria, Australia
09.30am

Industry Visionary Address
Over the past two years, the Asian consumer has pushed the world's internet in new directions.
Payments, video, games and shopping have become mobile activities in Asia before they did in the
West. What does a look at Asia's consumers today tell us about the global Internet's next phase of
growth? In the wealthiest economies, it's becoming clear that the Internet in general and the mobile
Internet in particular have become serious economic forces, changing how this region exports goods
and culture. Meanwhile, millions of new internet users will land on Asia's internet who has never
owned a PC. They will build their Internet from different foundations than the ones Western
companies and businesses did ten years ago. What happens when these extra billion people arrive
on the global marketplace for ideas? Who are they? What are their needs? How will they be different
and what should the rest of us do to prepare?
Karim Temsamani, Head of Asia-Pacific, Google

09.50am
10.10am

Q&A

Thought-Leaders Panel
Opportunities for the Telecom and Broadcast Industries: Transforming the Future Jointly
 How can telcos and broadcast industry players work together viably?
 What business models have worked to date?
 Regulatory regimes for a converged world
Confirmed Panellists (to date):
En. Ahmad Izham Omar, COO, Media Prima Berhad
Paul Brown-Kenyon CEO, Measat

11.00am

Morning Break and Refreshments

PAY-TV - THE NEXT KEY TO FUTURE PROSPERITY?

Track C3
Creating New Strategies to Grow Pay-TV in Asia
The Pay-TV market in the Asia has undergone significant changes over the past decade. Content is the key driver
for Pay-TV take-up. Asia's top 50 Pay-TV platforms have a combined customer base of 111 million, reports Media
Partners Asia (MPA), a 12% year-on-year gain, with India and Indonesia identified as the key growth markets. How
the Pay-TV operators continue to acquire appealing content while maintaining control of the cost and exclusivity of
content would be one of the key drivers in assessing the likelihood of success for the operator. This track will shed
light on new strategies to grow Pay-TV and key challenges in sports broadcasting in Asia.
11.30am

Chairman’s Address
Vidya S Nath, Director, Frost & Sullivan

11.40am

Opening Address: What Makes Pay-TV Work in Asia?
 Ways to acquire appealing content while controlling exclusivity and maintaining cost
 Integrating with existing Pay-TV platforms to deliver the next gen of interactivity
 Strategies to put premium back into Pay-TV: Pricing, packaging, marketing
 TV experience - how is the Pay-TV industry taking advantage of consumers' evolving



relationship with multichannel television?
Rights management: How do people buy rights and what are the key considerations?

Sreedhar Subramaniam, President and CEO, ABNxcess
12.10pm

Indonesia Focus: Identifying the Market Opportunity for Pay-TV Business in Indonesia
 Latest developments of the Indonesian Pay-TV market: What data is revealing
 Identifying the strategies to grow in the Pay-TV segment in this region
 Offerings needed to increase Pay-TV’s appeal to lower-income segments of the TV market
Joint presentation:
Felix Chandra, CEO, IMTV
Bengt Jonsson, Sales VP APAC, Irdeto

12.40pm

Lunch Break and Exhibition Viewing

14.00pm

Exclusive Interview: Strategies to Tap on the Market for New Sports Channels in Asia
 Exploring sports broadcasting, spectrum and the potential issues that lie ahead in Asia
 Examining the future of sports broadcasting - where new sources of revenue are likely to
come from
 Addressing the high cost for sports content in Asia - how high can rights fees go?
 How is sports broadcasting changing especially with new technologies enabling viewers to
get closer to the action?
 Identifying ways to help sport work better on TV
 Negotiating broadcasting rights agreements and the regulatory challenges facing rights
holders
 How are we protecting sport content against piracy?
Peter Hutton, Managing Director, ESPN Star Sports

14.30pm

Examining the Growth of Sports Broadcasting and New Opportunities for Broadcasters in this
Arena






One FC Case study: What are the strategies for success to a profitable sports business in
Asia?
Where are the returns and how much can Asia deliver?
What are the key strategies to combat online piracy and support the continued growth of
Asia’s sports business?
How can sports broadcasters work to meet the demand of consumers who are looking for
change in how, and when, their content is delivered?
Identifying key strategies on how ONE FC puts their TV show in front of over 500 million
viewers in 28 countries – what can be learnt from here

Victor Cui, CEO, ONE Fighting Championship
15.00pm

Panel: High Cost for Sports Content in Asia – How Long Can the Industry Survive?
 How are Pay-TV operators tackling the issue of rising cost of sports content in Asia?
 What are the key strategies to profit from the sports business?
 Moving forward, what are the trends that we can expect from one of Pay-TV’s strongest
suites in Asia?
 Broadcasting rights vs the cloud: How can the industry go about ensuring that costly sports
broadcasting rights are not violated by the cloud?
 What are the sports broadcasters’ priorities for 2014?
Panellists:
Peter Hutton, Managing Director, ESPN Star Sports
CK Lee, Vice President, Sports Business Content Group, Astro
Victor Cui, CEO, ONE Fighting Championship
Conor Woods, GM, Asia Pacific, Setanta Sports (tentative)

15.40pm

Afternoon Coffee Break

15.50pm

Sports Broadcasting in the Cloud
 Exploring how high-speed transport technologies can be used to overcome the bottlenecks
of transferring performance over the WAN, HTTP throughput, and size limitations of cloud
object stores
 the Euro 2012 football case study – how LIVEX On Demand service was used for video
content contribution, publishing and distribution to broadcast partners
 End-to-end workflow orchestration
Michelle Munson, President, CEO and Co-Founder, Aspera

16.20pm

India Focus: Digitisation of the Indian Broadcasting Industry: Challenges and Opportunities
 Slow transition to digitisation in India - how will this impact your business in the region and
what are the strategies to tackle this issue?
 Addressing the challenges in India’s Cable TV sector - limitations of the analog cable TV
system, capacity constraint and non-addressable nature of Cable TV network
 How can new opportunities like OTT delivery services and integrating to cloud bring high
dividends to the industry?
Narinder Chhibber, President, Telescan Global Connect

16.50pm

Integrating With Existing Pay-TV Platforms to Deliver the Next Generation of Interactivity
 Addressing the one major threat to the Pay-TV operator in the future
 Understanding why systems built out of next gen open standards such as HTML5 and DLNA
is the only way to provide a fully interactive multiscreen environment
 Future delivery roadmap for the Pay-TV industry - moving towards a fully interactive multiscreen environment that operators need to offer their subscriber base
John Carlucci, CTO Americas, Alticast

17.20pm
17.30pm

Chairman’s Closing Remarks
End of Conference Day 2

Monetising Content – Innovative Business Models
MULTI-PLATFORM CONTENT - MOVING TOWARDS EFFECTIVE MONETISATION

Track C4
Day 3 (Thursday): 20 June 2013
08.00am
Registration
As unconventional platforms become more dominant, broadcasters now need to engage with key demographics
outside the traditional platforms. Central to this are the broadcast partnerships formed between key media players.
This track will address the challenges faced by broadcasters and the industry players as they develop strategies for
distributing and monetising their programming and applications in a multi-platform universe.
Chairman’s Welcome Address
09.00am
Rob van den Dam, Global Communications Sector Leader IBV, IBM
Meeting the Challenges of Distributing and Monetising Content in a Multi-Platform Universe
09.10am
 Strategies to effectively market, promote and package on-demand programming and
interactive services in a multi-platform world
 What is the degree to which VOD programming can be monetised through advertising?
 Addressing the challenges involved in delivering interactive TV apps to connected-TV
platforms
 How are Pay-TV customers are responding to the increasing array of TV Everywhere
offerings?
 How are these offerings changing viewing habits and viewer expectations?
 Identifying the emerging platforms broadcasters and networks believe have the most
potential for their business
 How can cloud be used to monetise content in a multiple platform environment?
Rob van den Dam, Global Communications Sector Leader IBV, IBM
09.40am

Panel: How are the Industry Players Adapting to Multi-Platform Delivery?
 Solutions to manage content and distribute them to multi-platforms and various screens
effectively
 What are broadcasters doing to monetise multi-platform content especially for the second
screen?
 Identifying strategies to increase and retain subscribers across the four screens
 Tackling the security and piracy threats through massive content digitisation
 How are ad agencies reinventing their media-buying and engagement strategies to take
advantage of multi-platforms?
Panellists:
Jai Maroo, Director, Shemaroo Entertainment
Alfred Ruth, CTO, Video Plaza
Vishal Malhotra, Business Head - New Media, Zee Entertainment
Tae Sung Park, CEO, Vidiator
David Phillips, Managing Director, TSL

10.20am
10.50am

Morning Break and Refreshments
Keynote Address: The Evolution of Connected TV Platform
 The state of connected TV platforms - contrasting the approach of the legacy TV industry
with new players like Apple, Google, Samsung and LG
 Special focus on the potential for Apple TV to disrupt the TV industry
 Evaluating the different approaches to market with legacy versus OTT strategies
 To what degree will premium rights ownership trump the functionality of cross device
experiences?
Graham Sharp, CMO, Grass Valley

11.20am

TV Everywhere Has Arrived in Asia – What Has Worked and What Is Next?
 Review of Asia and Global TV Everywhere initiatives
 Key characteristics of the most successful deployments



What is next with the new platforms and raised customer expectations?

Reuben Verghese, Vice President Asia Pacific, Accedo
11.50am

Monetising OTT: Content Owners Competing in a New Game
 Exploring some of the additional dimensions now available to content owners - how these
can be monetised?
 Examining how the consumer experience can be enhanced with new and more interactive
features
 Identifying new monetisation options available for broadcasters
 Consumer insights: Where is it more widely accepted and expected for content to be
delivered over IP, and how can you compete with more traditional players?
Jon Sonsteby, Senior Director, Business Sales and Development, TV Software, Ericsson

12.20pm

Lunch Break and Exhibition Viewing

13.40pm

Chairman’s Address
Jonathan Laor, CEO, Applicaster
Marrying TV with Social Media

Social media has opened up new worlds to us by allowing us to access shared content which we never knew
existed before. This is a great opportunity for the broadcasting industry as many broadcasters see social media as
a major way to evolve the brand relationship with their audience and drive new revenue streams. This is therefore a
critical time for the major brands and the broadcasting industry to start harnessing the potential of social media and
increase their revenue streams. This track examines strategies to enable that.
Identifying The Challenges of Global Social TV versus Global Traditional TV
13.45pm
 Social Platforms: Why Facebook and Twitter are so important for TV - who's had the most
success?
 Analytics: From Bluefin Labs, to Trendrr, to Networked Insights and SocialGuide - which
analytics companies are breaking through in TV?
 Second screen apps: Zeebox, TVGuide, GetGlue, IntoNow, Shazam and more - what are the
differences? Who's gaining traction and do viewers actually want to do more than watch TV
when they're watching TV?
 Key examples and case studies on how networks and cable providers are using social media
Natan Edelsburg, Vice President, Sawhorse Media
14.15pm

Making TV Apps Pay for TV
 Monetising apps - how should the industry players be tapping into this?
 Understanding how content will be the thread that links experiences on multiple platforms,
new formats, social dimensions and fluid entertainment
 Changing consumption methods via the app
 What is the long-term relationship between OTT and TV apps?
Tessa Sproule, Director, Interactive Content, Canadian Broadcasting Corporation (CBC)

14.45pm

Integrating Social Media in the Broadcast TV and Pay-TV Industries
 Understanding the social media landscape in Asia
 What is the potential of social media as a new revenue area for broadcasters and Pay-TV
channels?
 Gain insights into the success of creating and producing social media-rich daily programs for
Asia audiences
 Understanding the role of agencies and broadcasters in monetizing social media/TV
 Driving content discovery for viewers - what’s working and what’s not in Asia?
 Case study examples
Asha Phillips, Asia Pacific Bureau Chief, Storyful

15.15pm

Afternoon Coffee Break

15.30pm

Examining How Social Media is Changing the Way We Interact with the TV
 Identifying the social TV landscape - how is it transforming the broadcasting industry?





How do TV operators and content providers tap into this market?
Using social networks to increase your revenue - how do you measure your success and
business growth?
How can apps, social media, multi-screen and mobile services help establish a fan base,
drive viewership and enhance individual interaction with content?

Alfred Ruth, CTO, Video Plaza
16.00pm

POWER PANEL: Why Social TV is the Next Big Thing
 How can companies monetise social TV?
 How can traditional TV broadcasters benefit from social TV?
 Does social TV lead to more piracy?
 How important is the companion screen for social TV?
 Companion screen - where does the revenue lies?
 How are ad agencies looking to generate revenue with social TV?
 Strategies to enhance the user experience through innovative content
Panelists:
Natan Edelsburg, Vice President, Sawhorse Media
Tessa Sproule, Director, Interactive Content, Canadian Broadcasting Corporation (CBC)
Asha Phillips, Asia Pacific Bureau Chief, Storyful
Tom Weiss, Investor and CEO, Genius Digital
Moderator: Jonathan Laor, CEO, Applicaster

16.50pm

Chairman’s Closing Remarks

17.00pm

End of Conference Day 2

Monetising Content – Innovative Business Models
OTT Workshop:
Emerging vs Developed Regions - Business Models to Monetise Content

Track C5
Day (Friday): 21 June 2013
09.00am
09.20am
09.30am

Registration
Workshop Leader Opening Remarks
Stephen Lee, Business Development Manager, Conax AS
What and How Can Emerging Players Learn from Developed Players in the Region?
Workshop Highlights:
 What are the greatest challenges that emerging players are facing to monetise OTT in the
region?
 With fierce competition from new OTT providers and piracy, how are Pay-TV operators in the
region shifting their focus from reducing churn to growing revenues?
 How can OTT be successfully monetised?
 How are customer experiences different in each region?
 What are the expectations for the development of the industry in the year?
Presenter: Ather A. Baig, Senior Manager IP Operations, Pakistan Telecommunication

10.00am

Different Strategies to Engage Viewers on Four Screens for Emerging and Developed Regions
Workshop Highlights:
 Hybrid, broadband, smart apps, OTT
 Learning from customers’ perspectives and experiences on the real use of OTT and multiscreen services - applying these insights to your business
 How are we using the four screen capture to retain and increase viewership?
 Understanding the difference in how viewers (in emerging and developed markets) are
accessing content and services through multi-platform devices
 What distribution and delivery platforms should broadcasters, content aggregators and
content providers consider when delivering their products and services in these two different
regions?
 International case study – assessing different strategies and business models and evaluating
them for your business
Presenter: Stephen Lee, Business Development Manager, Conax AS

10.30am
11.00am

Morning Break and Refreshments
OTT Technology Demo
Presenter: Senior Representative, Conax AS

11.30pm

Q&A Session for the Presenters

12.00pm

Workshop Leader Closing Remarks

12.10pm

End of Workshop

Broadcast Technology and Infrastructure
Day 1 (Tuesday): 18 June 2013
08.00am

Registration

09.00am
09.10am

Chairman’s Welcome Address
Opening Keynote: What Will the Future of TV Look Like and Why is OTT a Game Changer?
 What are the innovations happening right now around TV?
 Is OTT TV replacing traditional broadcast TV?
 The importance of building massive global audiences quickly online
 How content creators can use existing content, or create new original content to reach
these audiences
 How will Smart TVs change the OTT landscape?
 Why is streaming not for everyone who wants to offer content?
 What is Benjamin’s vision for the future of TV and OTT?

Morning Plenary

Benjamin Grubbs, APAC Head of Partner Marketing, YouTube
09.30am

CAPTAINS OF INDUSTRY DIALOGUE
Industry Outlook:
 With new technologies and consumers’ evolving demands, how is the broadcast industry
moving to adapt to these changes?
 How is social TV transforming the broadcasting industry?
 How will fragmentation in a digital world impact the broadcast industry?
Business Models:
 To jump or not into OTT - Where is the evidence for gold? What is some advice to do it
right?
 Challenges and business decisions to license and launch content in Asia’s emerging and
developed markets - where are the new revenue streams?
 How can the traditional TV industry and technology companies find mutually beneficial
business models to tap on the Smart TV opportunity?
 Identifying new revenue streams that exploit Asia’s changing landscape for broadcasting –
what is HOT?
 Views on how connected TV can bring new money to the TV industry
 How does the industry view aggregators like YouTubeTV, Google TV, Apple TV – a threat
or potential partners?
 What are the broadcaster priorities for 2014?
Keynote Panellists:
Mark Whitehead, Senior Vice President and General Manager, BBC Worldwide
Graham Kill, CEO, Irdeto
Graham Sharp, CMO Grass Valley
Indra Suharjono, Executive Vice President / Managing Director, Asia, Viacom International
Media Networks
Dato Amrin Awaluddin, Group Managing Director, Media Prima Berhad

10.20am

Morning Break and Refreshments

NEXT-GEN INNOVATION AND TECHNOLOGY IN TV

Track T1
Building Smart Technologies to Enhance the TV Experience
According to GII, the global market of services on Connected TVs will reach $3.23 billion in 2016. We have step
changed technology through innovation on product range in the television market by the introduction of a new range
of TVs encompassing the innovative LED and SMART technology. So will the next year be a big year for Connected

TV, or is it still to be realised? This track discusses some of the smart technologies that can be built or leveraged on
to enhance the TV experience.
Chairman’s Address
10.50am
Peter White, Director General, IABM
The Evolution of Connected TV – Enhancing User Experience Through a Range of Content and
11.00am
Applications
 Examining how the convergence of TV and internet delivers new opportunities for the TV
world
 Are Smart TVs the best opportunity for OTT aggregators to build up their audiences
database?
 The future of smart apps – What will the future of Smart TV apps look like?
 What are the real opportunities and challenges in TV apps for broadcasters, CE makers and
content owners?
Kurt Hoppe, Director of Smart TV Innovation, LG Electronics
11.30am

Best Practices on Engaging Viewers with Content on Smart TV Platforms
 Understanding user experience and their need - how is Samsung delivering this to the users?
 Technology driving gestures and voice for SMART TV - developments and status in Asia
 Understanding how technology is converging around gaming and learning through Smart TV
platforms
 Identifying strategies to monetise Smart TV platforms: Engaging viewers with interactive
experiences
 Case studies by Samsung
Chris Tarr, Regional Head of Content and Services, Samsung Asia

12.00pm

The Connected Home Narrative
 What are the best technology standards for delivering maximum efficiency and raising
ARPUs?
 What mechanisms are needed for the effective delivery of HD video and other content around
the home?
 Reviewing the pros and cons of the combination of WiFi, MoCA and HomePlug
Rob Gelphman, Vice President, Marketing and Member Relations, Multimedia over Coax Alliance
(MoCA)

12.30pm
13.30pm

Lunch Break & Exhibition Viewing
The Future of TV
Within the next five years advances in display technology will make science fiction reality, with
screens that are unobtrusive, frameless, ambient and ultra-high definition. No longer need there be a
'black-hole' in the corner of the room, but screens will instead seamlessly blend into the home
environment. Organic LED technology needs no edges at all, and it will be possible to create tiled
surfaces of almost any shape using low-cost standard parts. The concept of 'immersion', readily
expressed in a simple control, really does give viewers the opportunity to enjoy programmes
according to their wishes at that moment, with content whose size, position, and level of interactivity
adaptively matches the current needs of each audience.
This presentation will discuss the principle of a simple architecture which is readily extensible
throughout the home and an engine which reacts to user input and metadata within a multiplicity of
content items and streams.

14.00pm

Nigel Smith, Senior Vice President and Chief Marketing Officer, NDS
Panel: Tackling the Challenges of HD Broadcasting
 Satellite encryption: HD vs 3D
 Adopting more attractive signalling for dispersion
 Addressing the complications of subtitling in HD
 Asset management of HD – how do you refactor HD content for iPad, android devices etc?
 Should the entire network become HD?
 How will HD generate greater income for broadcasters?
 How certain are we that we have sufficient transponder spaces available for the effective
satellite delivery of HD?

14.40pm

15.10pm
15.20pm

15.50pm

 Ultra high speed broadband – the ability to deliver HD quality via OTT
 Deploying 4K/8K into TV
Panellists:
Dr Kazuyoshi Shogen, Senior Associate Director, Corporate Planning Division, B-SAT
Dr. Apichit Wongkeeratikul, Assistant to Planning Manager (Engineering), Bangkok Entertainment
Co
Erina Tobing, Director of Engineering of TVRI, Televisi Republik
James Gilbert, Joint MD, Pixel Power
Fintan McKiernan, CEO, Ideal Systems
Recent Development Status of Hybridcast – Realising Tomorrow's Advanced Hybrid
Broadcasting Services
 Examining the recent activity of NHK toward realizing Hybridcast services: What’s in it for
NHK?
 Understanding how users can experience enriched broadcast services and improved
convenience through the variety of Hybridcast services provided by applications written in
HTML5
 Summary of the technical standard including system requirements, basic architecture and
underling key technologies
Hiroshi Fujisawa, Senior Manager, NHK Japan Broadcasting Corporation
Afternoon Coffee break
Voice-Powered TV Guides - How Natural Language Understanding (NLU) Will Change the
Future of Intuitive Interaction With TV
 Learn how voice-powered interfaces will become a part of connected TVs
 Explore the possibilities of a semantics-driven voice controlled TV guide
 Go beyond the simple 'Channel Up, Channel Down' commands to create a rich, natural user
experience
 Semantic meaning: Powering next-generation video guides with powerful new personalisation
and discovery features
 NLU technology: Bringing closer the day when users can speak to their TV like it’s a human
 Ask your TV, "Show me something uplifting and humorous about best friends I can enjoy with
my girlfriend" and get exactly the results you want
Yosi Glick, Co-Founder and CEO, Jinni
Fully Integrated Workflows for Fast-Turnaround News: A Case Study on Sky News Arabia





16.20pm

Exploring how the 24-hour Arabic news service, Sky News Arabia, built a fully integrated,
state-of-the-art production facility for broadcasting in SD and HD
What are their strategies to deliver to multiple platforms including tablets and smartphones
effectively?
Gain insight into how Sky News Arabia accelerated and optimised its newsgathering
operations with a fast-turnaround production workflow
Overcoming the challenges faced in integrating everything from feed ingest, recording,
storage, scheduling and monitoring, to editing, playout and archiving

Luc Doneux, Head of APAC, EMEA and Events, EVS TV
Achieving TV Anywhere through Robust Infrastructure
 Building a “Digital Mall” with 24 hour shopping service from your TV
 Merging managed (IPTV) and unmanaged (OTT) platforms to secure excellent infrastructure
 The role of the telco for connectivity in the house
 Utilising GSM, CDMA, DTH and Cable to offer service availability across multiple devices

16.50pm

Joddy Hernady, Senior General Manager Innovation and Design Center (SGM IDe Center), Telkom
Indonesia
Chairman’s Closing Remarks

17.00pm

End of Conference Day 1

Broadcast Technology and Infrastructure
Day 2 (Wednesday): 19 June 2013
08.00am

Registration

09.00am
09.10am

Chairman’s Welcome Address
Governmental Visionary Address

Morning Plenary

The Hon. Gordon Rich-Phillips, Minister for Technology, State Government of Victoria, Australia
09.30am

Industry Visionary Address
Over the past two years, the Asian consumer has pushed the world's internet in new directions.
Payments, video, games and shopping have become mobile activities in Asia before they did in the
West. What does a look at Asia's consumers today tell us about the global Internet's next phase of
growth? In the wealthiest economies, it's becoming clear that the Internet in general and the mobile
Internet in particular have become serious economic forces, changing how this region exports goods
and culture. Meanwhile, millions of new internet users will land on Asia's internet who has never
owned a PC. They will build their Internet from different foundations than the ones Western
companies and businesses did ten years ago. What happens when these extra billion people arrive
on the global marketplace for ideas? Who are they? What are their needs? How will they be different
and what should the rest of us do to prepare?
Karim Temsamani, Head of Asia-Pacific, Google

09.50am
10.10am

Q&A

Thought-Leaders Panel
Opportunities for the Telecom and Broadcast Industries: Transforming the Future Jointly
 How can telcos and broadcast industry players work together viably?
 What business models have worked to date?
 Regulatory regimes for a converged world
Confirmed Panellists (to date):
En. Ahmad Izham Omar, COO, Media Prima Berhad
Paul Brown-Kenyon CEO, Measat

11.00am

Morning Break and Refreshments

DVB-T2 : OPENING UP YOUR BUSINESS FOR MULTIPLEXING BROADCASTING

Track T2
DVB-T2: Planning and Implementation - What Works?
As DVB-T2 is rapidly rolled out across the Asia Pacific region, the need to address the technical, business and
regulatory implications to ensure smooth implementation is more key than ever. Despite the numerous benefits of
deploying the DVB-T2 system, broadcasters know that the challenges will continue beyond the final stage of
deployment. These presentations will address the challenges and provide solutions to help smoothen the transition
to DVB-T2.
Chairman’s Welcome Address
11.30am
John Bigeni, DVB Asia Representative
Keynote Address: DVB-T2 - What’s in it for Me?
11.40am
 How will the transition from DVB-T to DVB-T2 help in cost reduction for broadcasters?
 How will commercial broadcasters position themselves to support the transition to DVB-T2?
 What makes DVB-T2 such a successful standard?
 Who benefits from the implementation of DVB-T2 & how?
 DVB-T2 cost reduction - identifying the mechanism to reduce broadcaster costs?
 What & when will there be further improvements?



What are DVB’s current developments with related standards

Dr Peter Siebert, Executive Director, DVB Project
12.10pm

Tackling the Main Issues with Transmission Infrastructure
 What are the main constraints imposed by existing analogue or first generation digital
infrastructure?
 Re-evaluating transmitter efficiency objectives
 Reliability and redundancy considerations
 Transmitting aerials, feeders , mains power requirements
 Monitoring and control
 Minimising capex and operational costs
Nils Ahrens, Head of Broadcast Sales ASEAN and Pacific, Rohde & Schwarz (Australia)

12.40pm

Lunch Break & Exhibition Viewing

14.00pm

DVB-T2 Planning
 What are the service options for DVB-T2?
 How do you select the appropriate operating parameters?
 Effects on planning due to SFN coverage improvement using MISO
 What impact does the consumer’s receiving environment have on the planning?
 Discussion of typical examples
Holger Meinzer, Senior Manager Strategy and Business Development, Media Broadcast

14.30pm

DVB-T2 Implementations: Case Studies and Lesson Learnt
 DVB-T2 market overview
 Flexibilities and benefits in using Multiple Physical Layer Pipes (MPLP)
 Distribution network optimization
 Case studies of recent DVB-T2 implementations
Colin Prior, APAC Sales Manager, ENENSYS Technologies

15.00pm

Options for DVB-T2 Network Architecture
 Headend encoding options and DVB service information
 Service distribution – DVB-S2 / IP
 Network adaptation (eg SFN)
 Regional transcoding
Tony Moran, Head of TV for Australia, New Zealand and South East Asia, Ericsson

15.30pm
15.40pm

Afternoon Coffee Break
Towards Mobile Services Using DVB-T2
 Integrating DVB-T2 Lite into DVB-T2 Multiplex
 Likely business models that will take us into the future
 Benefits and Pitfalls
 DVB-NGH: How ,When and Where
Gerard Faria, Chief Technology Officer and Board Officer, TeamCast

16.10pm

16.40pm

What About the Consumer?
 Receiver and chipset developments
 iTV receivers and STB – what it means to the consumer?
 Trends in receiver costs
 Receiver middleware and key factors to consider
 Secured STB for analog switch off - two DVB-T2 case studies - Ukraine and South Africa
Arnault OLIVIER, CEO, Logiways Asia
Closing Panel: Adopting and Implementing DVB-T2 in Asia – The Main Issues
 Addressing the different challenges faced in DVB-T2 projects - what works and what
doesn’t?






What are the appropriate licensing models or options available?
Examining the future main technology developments related to DVB-T2 - what are the
opportunities and the conditions required for taking advantage of such improvements?
What’s next after the adoption of DVB-T2?
Best practices on how to smoothen the transition of analog to digital

Panelists:
Ling Pek Ling, Director for Digital Broadcasting Deployment Office (DBDO), Media Development
Authority (MDA)
Somsak Siripatt, Executive Director of Digital Broadcasting Bureau, National Broadcasting and
Telecommunications Commission (NBTC) Thailand
Kyaw Kyaw, General Manager, Forever Group, Myanmar
Le Van Tuan, Deputy Director General, Authority of Radio Frequency Management, Ministry of
Information and Communications, Vietnam
Senior Representative, Malaysian Communications and Multimedia Commission (inviting)
Moderator: John Bigeni, DVB Asia Representative
17.20pm

Chairman’s Closing Remarks

17.30pm

End of Conference Day 2

Broadcast Technology and Infrastructure
Day 3 (Thursday): 20 June 2013
08.00am
09.00am
09.10am

Registration
Chairman’s Welcome Address
Peter Conlon, President and CEO, Nautel
Opening Keynote: Watching Content Anytime and on Any Device – How are You Achieving
This for Your Viewers?
 Understanding how the existing TV experience is migrating online for more effective strategy
formulation
 OTT and video streaming through IP
 How broadcast and VOD TV services are adapting to the connected world; how they are
transitioning online with TV Everywhere?
 Monetising content online – case study examples
 The future of video – personalisation on every screen
 Ooyala’s technology TV-Everywhere authentication – the first digital broadcast network built
for hybrid broadcast and broadband programming
Jay Fulcher, Chief Executive Officer, Ooyala

09.40am

CTO/CIO Panel: Developing Next-Gen Technology Solutions for the Changing
Landscape












How is technology influencing and impacting the broadcast landscape?
What are the new technical challenges confronting the TV industry?
How can the industry benefit from the emerging global standards and innovative consumer
products?
How are industry players using technology to successfully manage multi-platform distribution
workflows?
Convergence of different technologies in a single TV Everywhere platform
The standards to adopt to deliver content across multi-platform devices (Discussing MPEGDASH, HEVC formats and others)
What multi-platform delivery entails in terms of content and technical infrastructure?
Exploring Connected TV - Wwhat opportunities will Connected TV offer broadcasters in term
of new revenue growth?
Tackling the absence of open standards across TV devices - how does this post a real barrier
for application development?
Is the future of media services in the cloud - what are the industry views on this?
What are the major challenges is the industry expecting to face in the next few years?

Keynote Panellists:
Michael MacDonald, Group CTO and Executive Solution Consultant, Huawei
John Carlucci, CTO Americas, Alticast
Peter Docherty, Founder and Chief Technology Officer, ThinkAnalytics
Brian Lenz, Chief Innovation Officer, Astro
Mock Pak Lum, Chief Technology Officer, Starhub (inviting)
Moderator:
Peter Conlon, CEO, President, Nautel
10.20am

Morning Break and Refreshments

FILE-BASED WORKFLOW AND CLOUD BROADCASTING

Track T3
File-based Workflow and Media Asset Management
Consumers are now given the opportunity to view content across multiplatforms, broadcasters are keeping hold of
their digital assets and the key challenge of it is how to monetise and distribute them in a profitable way. In this
track, we will discuss effective strategies on how broadcasters can further improve their file-based workflows and
digital asset management ecosystem. Plus looking deeper into the pros and cons of cloud application.
Chairman’s Address
10.50pm
Tony Taylor, Chairman & CEO, TMD
11.00am

File Base Workflows: How to Manage the Unmanageable?
 Tackling the largest obstacles: Understanding the nature of all the various content sources how they will be ingested, edited and managed throughout the workflow
 Addressing the challenges of migrating a facility to an all file-based workflow
 How do you make workflow work for you?
 How can workflow systems be used to improve the picture quality for archiving and retrieving
video assets?
Aaron Shaw, SVP, Ops and Engineering, Encompass Digital Media Asia

11.30pm

Case Study: What’s Next for the Korean Broadcasting System’s Digital Media Initiative?
 What can we learn from KBS’s digital work flow implementation?
 Addressing the technical, financial and workflow design challenges
 How do you optimise file-based workflows to match your budget and creative requirements?
 Strategies in executing cost-effective tapeless workflows for multiplatform distribution:
Effectively digitise your archive
Jung Ho Seo, Deputy Director, TV Technical Dept, Korean Broadcasting System (KBS)

12.00pm

Case study: Trusting the Future Archive
 TRT’s digital archive system - what can we learn from it?
 Managing the cost of archiving
 Why do we need Metadata - how can Metadata be used?
 Understanding the role of digital archive for new platforms (DTT, IPTV, MobileTV, etc)
 What are the appropriate mechanisms for conversion from analog to digital archives?
Fikriye Berker, Chief Engineer of Digital Archive System, Turkish Radio and Television
Corporation (TRT)

12.30pm

Lunch Break and Exhibition Viewing

13.40pm

Determining the Next-Generation Workflows
 How are we making up for the shrinking budgets and increasing number of delivery
platforms?
 Understanding the workflow evolution - how will this have an impact in your business?
 What does the next generation workflow need to be?
 Assessing the impact of innovative internet technologies for improving and automating
workflows
 Dealign with fragmentation - how can we not have a video file that works in every country
and market?
Fabio Gattari, President and APAC Sales, ETERE SRL

Cloud Broadcasting – Is It The Way To Go?
The broadcasting industry is currently discovering the business and technology advantages that basing its
communications on a cloud model can bring. Broadcast media is a late convert to cloud computing, but it is proving
to be an enthusiastic one. The benefits are especially timely for an industry undergoing a transformation as it
embraces the concept of 'TV Everywhere'.
Chairman’s Address
14.10pm

14.15pm

Brian Campanotti, CTO, Front Porch Digital
Serving Media from the Edge
 With the explosion of media content, what are the solutions to take if your website becomes
instantly popular and if your mobile application goes viral?
 Providing the flexibility and agility needed in today's fast-paced web environment
 Best practices for media storage, processing, and the delivery of static and dynamic content
around the world
Rick Harshman, Head of ASEAN, Amazon Web Services

14.45pm

Understanding the Development of Cloud Storage Platforms
 Latest ways that cloud computing is being applied throughout the creation and distribution
chain for TV and radio programming
 How can broadcasters make use of cloud infrastructure to minimize operational cost and
maximize operational stability and minimise liability?
 How can viewers access their content through multiple devices, and the cloud?
Zane Adam, General Manager, Business Platform and Cloud Solutions, Asia Pacific, Microsoft

15.15pm

Afternoon Coffee Break

15.30pm

Case Study: Successful Implementations of Broadcast Storage, Workflows and Processing in
the Cloud
Brian Campanotti, CTO, Front Porch Digital

16.00pm

Identifying Opportunities and Challenges for Using Cloud Network as Content Delivery
Platform for Broadcasters
 What are the different approaches that broadcasters can consider to leverage the cloud
network for ‘broadcast grade’ operations?
 Examining technology elements that solve cloud network’s inherent disadvantages
 Understanding how leveraging cloud network can dovetail a broadcaster’s needs for content
delivery in an on-demand and federated edge-CDN scenario
 Strategies to minimise cost through cloud networks
Baskar Subramanian, Co-Founder, Amagi Media Labs

16.30pm

POWER PANEL: Is Cloud Broadcasting the Future?
 How are cloud services changing digital entertainment?
 Recognizing the business value vs. costs of cloud computing
 Exploring how cloud-based TV technologies and services can extend syndication and
content discovery strategies across the Web, TV, connected devices
 Strategies to enable the cloud for large-scale broadcast workflows with high-speed transport
 What are the barriers to rolling out cloud services for the broadcast industry?
 High-volume transmission through cloud: Will the cost of bandwidth fall sufficiently to justify
large-volume video distribution?
Panellists:
Philippe Gerard, CTO Alcatel-Lucent
Ian Chin, COO, BesTV (Shanghai Media Group)
Jai Maroo, Director, Shemaroo Entertainment
Michelle Munson, President, CEO and Co-Founder, Aspera
Moderator: Stephane Jauroyou, VP International Sales, XOR Media

17.10pm

Chairman’s Closing Remarks

17.15pm

End of Conference Day 3

Broadcast Technology and Infrastructure
Day 3 (Thursday): 20 June 2013
08.00am
09.00am
09.10am

Registration
Chairman’s Welcome Address
Peter Conlon, CEO, President, Nautel
Opening Keynote: Watching Content Anytime and on Any Device – How are You Achieving
This for Your Viewers?
 Understanding how the existing TV experience is migrating online for more effective strategy
formulation
 OTT and video streaming through IP
 How broadcast and VOD TV services are adapting to the connected world; how they are
transitioning online with TV Everywhere?
 Monetising content online – case study examples
 The future of video – personalisation on every screen
 Ooyala’s technology TV-Everywhere authentication – the first digital broadcast network built
for hybrid broadcast and broadband programming
Jay Fulcher, Chief Executive Officer, Ooyala

09.40am

CTO/CIO Panel: Developing Next-Gen Technology Solutions for the Changing
Landscape












How is technology influencing and impacting the broadcast landscape?
What are the new technical challenges confronting the TV industry?
How can the industry benefit from the emerging global standards and innovative consumer
products?
How are industry players using technology to successfully manage multi-platform distribution
workflows?
Convergence of different technologies in a single TV Everywhere platform
The standards to adopt to deliver content across multi-platform devices (Discussing MPEGDASH, HEVC formats and others)
What multi-platform delivery entails in terms of content and technical infrastructure?
Exploring Connected TV - what opportunities will Connected TV offer broadcasters in term of
new revenue growth?
Tackling the absence of open standards across TV devices - how does this post a real barrier
for application development?
Is the future of media services in the cloud - what are the industry views on this?
What are the major challenges is the industry expecting to face in the next few years?

Keynote Panellists:
Michael MacDonald, Group CTO and Executive Solution Consultant, Huawei
John Carlucci, CTO Americas, Alticast
Peter Docherty, Founder and Chief Technology Officer, ThinkAnalytics
Brian Lenz, Chief Innovation Officer, Astro
Mock Pak Lum, Chief Technology Officer, Starhub (inviting)
Moderator:
Peter Conlon, CEO, President, Nautel
10.20am

Morning Break and Refreshments

BROADCAST INFRASTRUCTURE AND TRANSMISSION

Track T4
Solutions to Improve Broadcast Infrastructure and Transmission in Asia
Key strategies are important for broadcasters in their decision-making for a robust and effective broadcast
infrastructure. In this track, we will discuss some of the key considerations on how to implement a good
infrastructure building planning, cost and risk control to ensure good dividends for the organisation.
Chairman’s Address
10.50am
Erina Tobing, Director of Engineering of TVRI, Televisi Republik Indonesia
11.00am

Hybrid Interactive TV Platforms: Technology Agnostic Solutions for Cable, Satellite and DTT
 Hybrid flexibility through HbbTV - independent standards away from propriety solutions.
Goal: it should work on any device
 Hybrid synergies - basing the solution on DVB enables cable, sat or DTT driven interactive
components
 Hybrid efficiency - lean hardware components and a move away from dedicated STBs
 Hybrid simplicity - taking the user into the interactive world on the TV screen is a challenge –
how do you make it simple and easy to use?
 Hybrid philosophy - taking the best from broadcast and adding interactive services
 Hybrid variety - giving the user a wide choice of content and a range of services to choose
from
Bernd Kraus, CEO, Media Broadcast

11.30am

4K Technology
Reserved: Speaker to be confirmed

12.00pm

Taking Channel Launches Seriously
 Identifying strategies on how to integrate new channels into an existing business quickly
 What are the playout systems requiring consideration before deployment?
 Which solution offer benefits that allow straightforward, fast and low-risk channel launch
architectures?
 Other avenues for growth: Cost and risk control that are not offered by many integrated
playout solutions
Stan Moote, VP Business Development, Harris

12.30pm

Lunch Break and Exhibition Viewing

13.40pm

Case Study: Accelerating Revenue Success in the Online Space - From the Cribs of The Pirate
Bay
 Enhancing viewer experience, curbing piracy and retaining your online audience: What is
needed?
 Finding the right elements and combination in content and service to create such an
experience
 Building secure solutions - the way to go for revenue retention and success
 Understanding how broadcasters in the Nordics have succeeded with their online video
services and beaten shady download communities and BitTorrent popularity
 Learn how broadcasters in the Nordics have cracked this code and challenged the race for
the audience from the cribs of The Pirate Bay
Helge Høibraaten, CEO, Vimond Media Solution

14.10pm

High Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC): The Next Big Thing?
 Benefits of HEVC - what makes it attractive?
 Technology considerations - how can broadcasters overcome the technical complexities of
HEVC and leverage it to maximise efficiency and video quality?
 Infrastructure - what do broadcasters need to implement the new technology?
 What is the optimal architecture - software or hardware?
 What about adaptive bit-rate? How does HEVC change the game when it comes to ABR
services now used for multi-screen?





How do HEVC and MPEG-DASH complement each other?
HEVC was originally designed for progressive formats; how will it support interlaced content
for 1080i broadcast?
How will HEVC implementation and market adoption differ from H.264 and MPEG-2?

Marios Stylianou, Director of Marketing, Telco, Envivio
14.40pm

The Need for Media Quality and Integrity Over IP Networks
 Examining how the paradigm shift is impacting the way content is produced and distributed
 Solutions for transporting video and other media services over IP with significantly improved
quality of service and simplified service management
 Using cost-efficient IP/MPLS-based infrastructure to transport streaming media
 Identifying the operational benefits of transporting all traffic over a common IP/MPLS network
Bengt Hellstrom, Director Business Development, Net Insight

15.10pm
15.20pm

Afternoon Coffee Break
Case Study: The 54th Annual Grammy Awards 5.1 Broadcast
 Details on how a multimillion dollar, Emmy Award winning, 5.1 worldwide audio television
event is captured and put on air
 Video interviews with the music and production mixers
 Specific production techniques that can be scaled for smaller budgets
Mike Babbitt, Senior Manager, Professional Support, Dolby Laboratories

15.50pm

Examining the Design Philosophy and Practical Implementation of a New Digital Television
Transmitter
 Identifying ways for spectral mask to meet the worldwide standards under multiple digital
systems
 Strategies to maximise performance and efficiency through the latest LDMOS amplifier
designs
 Making efficient use of web monitoring and control for exciter and transmitter
 Find out why there is a need to package the exciter, controller, power supplies, amplifier, and
mask filter in a single, small rack mountable chassis
Charles Kelly, Director of Sales, Nautel

16.20pm

The Red Bull Stratos Case Study: World Record Technology for Broadcasting Transmission
and Distribution






Overview of the production and project setup – what can you learn from it
How recording is done in the capsule - on-board video control system for nine HD video
cameras
Multi-viewer live camera & monitoring signals
Radio installation and signal distribution infrastructure
Fiber-based real-time network for HD video, audio, communications and data signals saving time, cost and effort in installation and maintenance

Speaker to be confirmed
16.50pm

Chairman’s Closing Remarks

17.00pm

End of Conference Day 3

